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Problem DefinitionProblem Definition

�� Most unsupervised POS induction algorithms try Most unsupervised POS induction algorithms try 
to optimize a nonto optimize a non--convex function.convex function.

�� Therefore, they converge to a local maximum.Therefore, they converge to a local maximum.

�� Consequently, many papers report average Consequently, many papers report average 
results for these algorithms.results for these algorithms.

�� A single run of the algorithm is not guaranteed A single run of the algorithm is not guaranteed 
to induce clustering of the quality reported for to induce clustering of the quality reported for 
the algorithm.the algorithm.



Example Example –– The Clark TaggerThe Clark Tagger



Background Background –– The Clark TaggerThe Clark Tagger

�� Optimizing a probability function consisting of a Optimizing a probability function consisting of a 
likelihood term multiplied by a prior.likelihood term multiplied by a prior.

�� The likelihood is the traditional HMM model.The likelihood is the traditional HMM model.

�� The prior biases words with similar morphology The prior biases words with similar morphology 
to share the same cluster and cluster size to share the same cluster and cluster size 
distribution to be skewed.distribution to be skewed.

�� All instances of the same word type are assigned All instances of the same word type are assigned 
the same induced cluster.the same induced cluster.



Background Background –– The Clark TaggerThe Clark Tagger

�� Optimization:Optimization:

1. Start with initial assignment of word types to  1. Start with initial assignment of word types to  

clusters.clusters.

2. Perform till convergence: 2. Perform till convergence: 

Go over the word types in a predefined  Go over the word types in a predefined  

random order and in each iteration move the random order and in each iteration move the 

addressed word type to the cluster that  addressed word type to the cluster that  

yields the best improvement of the yields the best improvement of the 

probability function (if any).probability function (if any).



The Main InsightThe Main Insight

Imposing a Zipfian constraint on the distribution of word 
types to clusters may result in a more regularized 
clustering – i.e. it will be easier to identify the high quality 
runs of the tagger.



Imposing The Imposing The ZipfianZipfian ConstraintConstraint

�� At initialization: Word types are assigned At initialization: Word types are assigned 

to clusters whose sizes are distributed to clusters whose sizes are distributed 

according to the according to the ZipfianZipfian distribution.distribution.

�� At optimization: Swapping instead of At optimization: Swapping instead of 

moving.moving.



Identifying High Quality RunsIdentifying High Quality Runs

�� Likelihood.Likelihood.

�� Probability function.Probability function.

�� Language model perplexity:Language model perplexity:
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